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Objective

Work for a company that will enhance the skills already have as well as provide the opportunity 
for personal and professional growth and advancement opportunities.

Skills

Legal Research, Leadership skills, Initiative, Communication.

Work Experience

Carpet Installer
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2014 
 Cut and trimmed the carpet to fit along wall edges, openings, and projections, finishing the 

edges with a wall trimmer.
 Cut carpet padded to size and install padding, following prescribed method.
 Fasten metal treaded across door openings or where the carpet meets flooring to hold carpet 

in place.
 Inspected the surface to be covered to determine its condition, and correct any imperfections 

that might show through the carpet.
 Installed carpet on some floors using adhesive, following the prescribed method.
 Nailed tack strips around the area to be carpeted or use old strips to attach edges of the new 

carpet.
 Planned the layout of the carpet, allowing for expected traffic patterns and placing seams for 

best appearance and longest wear.

Carpet Installer
ABC Corporation  1995 – 2000 
 Provided fast, reliable service.
 Created building diagrams to record dimensions and take measurements and studied floor 

sketches to calculate the area to be carpeted and the amount of material needed.
 Planned the layout of the carpet, allowed for expected traffic patterns and placing seams for 

best appearance and longest wear.
 Rolled out, measured and cut carpeting to size with a carpet knife, followed floor sketches and

allowed extra carpet for final fitting.
 Trimmed carpet to fit along wall edges, openings, and projections, finished the edges with a 

wall trimmer.
 Key Accomplishments Executed entire projects without supervision.
 Quickly mastered all aspects of carpet installation..

Education

Diploma
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